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The experimental results of the recent years on the synthesis of semipolar wide-band III−N-layers on a

nanostructured silicon substrate are summarized. The idea of synthesis involves the formation of Si(111) side

walls on the silicon surface, then the epitaxial nucleation of the layer in the
”
c“ direction of the crystal, followed

by the fusion of blocks in the semipolar direction of the surface. Examples of orientation controlling epitaxy

of semipolar AlN(10−11)-, GaN(10−11)-, GaN(11−22)-layers synthesized on nanostructured Si(100), Si(113)
substrates by methods of metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy and hydride vapor phase epitaxy are shown. The

review presents a summary and the prospects for further developments in the field of optoelectronics based on the

platform —
”
semipolar GaN on Si“.
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Introduction

Studies of III-nitride semiconductors began in 1932when

GaN was first synthesized by interaction of metallic gallium

with ammonia NH3) at 900−1000◦C [1]. In 1969, the

hydride vapor phase epitaxy (HVPE) [2] technique was

used to deposit GaN on sapphire substrates, and two years

later, metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOCVD) [3] was
used to grow GaN and AlN. In the early 1980s, Akasaki etc.

proposed the so-called two-step layer [4], growth approach,

which led to the most important breakthrough in GaN

technology.

An important success for the development of GaN-based

optoelectronic devices was the growth of GaN p-type layers.
In 1992Nakamura proposed a method for producing GaN

of p-type by thermal annealing of Mg-doped GaN in a nitro-

gen [5] environment. On the basis of these achievements, the

first blue LED with a double InGaN/GaN [6] heterostructure
was demonstrated in 1993. Aluminum nitride (AlN) was

appreciated in microelectronics in the mid-1980s due to its

wide band gap and relatively high thermal conductivity [7]
for single-crystals. The basic physical characteristics of

InN, with which hopes for its widespread application in

electronics and optoelectronics are held out in [8].

Conventional III-nitrides c-plane are characterized by

spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization due to the

lack of inversion symmetry in the crystal structure of

wurtzite [9,10].

Interface charges lead to distortions in the energy

landscape causing the quantum confined Stark effect

(QCSE) [11], increasing the recombination time of charge

carriers [12] and decreasing the optical gain [13].

Low quantum efficiency becomes a serious problem for

the design of LEDs for green and yellow emission spectra

because the active area of the InGaN quantum well requires

a much higher fraction of InN and thus the increased strain

creates even stronger piezoelectric fields [14,15].

One promising way to overcome the fundamental prob-

lems outlined above is to grow InGaN/GaN heterostructures

along the semi-polar or nonpolar direction. Such semi-polar

and non-polar structures can effectively reduce or eliminate

internal electric fields (Fig. 1). For example, electric fields

completely disappear on the crystal faces of GaN (11−20)
or GaN (11−10). Crystal planes orientated between (0001)
and (10−10)(i. e., polar and nonpolar) faces are called

”
semi-polar“. In these cases, the internal fields decrease as a

function of the angle θ of inclination of the semi-polar plane

relative to the c-plane, for example, the angle of inclination

of the GaN plane (11−22) relative to the plane (0001) is

∼ 58◦, whereas the plane GaN (20−21) is inclined by 75◦ .

Fig. 2 shows the positions of some semi-polar and non-

polar planes in GaN [16] crystal, and Fig. 3 shows the

polarization induced by piezoelectric fields in the layer for
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the zone structure for non-

polar (a) and polar (b) InGaN/GaN structures.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of crystal planes in GaN lattice with different tilt angles (θ) [16].

InGaN/GaN structures with different indium composition

as a function of the angle between the semi-polar and

GaN(0001)-planes [17].
Early work on semi-polar and nonpolar GaN was mainly

devoted to calculations of the longitudinal piezoelectric field

of an InGaN/GaN structure as a function of the angle

between the polar plane and the (0001) plane. The cal-

culation shows that the piezoelectric field along the 〈0001〉
direction leads to the lowest recombination probability of

charge carriers, but the piezoelectric field decreases and

the recombination probability increases significantly when

the crystal faces are tilted away from the (0001) plane of

GaN [18].
Park [19] predicted that the effective hole mass in strained

nonpolar InGaN/GaN quantum wells should be smaller than

that in strained polar quantum wells, potentially increasing

the hole mobility and hence should improve the conductivity

of semi-polar p-GaN. Clearly, these data indicate that

semi-polar or non-polar GaN shows significant potential

for the fabrication of optoelectronic devices compared to

polar GaN-based emitters.

The first attempt to grow semi-polar GaN layers by

MOCVD was demonstrated in 1987 [20], and the synthesis

of a non-polar GaN layer on a LiAlO2 substrate by

molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) [21] was reported in 2000.

The great academic and commercial success achieved by

growing polar GaN on sapphire, and the potential benefits

to be gained by looking at other growth directions, have

encouraged scientists to explore the synthesis of semi-polar

GaN layers on sapphire and silicon substrates. It was found
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Figure 3. Dependence of the difference of1P polarization values

at the interface betweenInxGa1−xN (0.05 < x < 0.3) on the value

of the angle between the semi-polar plane and the (0001) plane.

The arrows show the 1P values for different semi-polar planes [17].

that semi-polar or non-polar GaN can indeed be obtained by

growing GaN on sapphire r−Al2O3 [22] or m−Al2O3 [23],

but it was found that it is difficult to achieve semi-polar or

non-polar GaN on any flat Si(100) [24] substrate. Semi-

polar layers have been synthesized on sapphire substrates

by the classical approach using a high-temperature AlN [25]

buffer layer, but the quality of the semi-polar layers is
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inferior to that of the polar layers: the width of the X-ray

diffraction curves at half maximum (FWHM) is typically

0.2−0.3◦ for semi-polar GaN layers and only 0.08◦ for

polar GaN when epitaxed on a sapphire substrate

In polar GaN, the stacking faults are confined to the inter-

face between GaN and sapphire and are also perpendicular

to the growth direction, while in the synthesis of semi-polar

GaN, the stacking faults penetrate the layer in addition to

mismatch dislocations. Homo-epitaxial growth is known to

give the best performance, so all InGaN/GaN-based semi-

polar emitters with the best performance are grown on

semi-polar cut gallium nitride [26–30] substrates. These

substrates were obtained by growing a polar flat layer of

GaN on sapphire up to 10mm thick by the HVPE method,

and then cut, ground, and polished along the semi-polar or

non-polar orientation [31,32].

1. Synthesis of layers

1.1. Synthesis of layers on planar substrate

1.1.1. AlN and GaN on Si (111)-substrate

The history of epitaxy of group III-nitride layers on silicon

substrate emerged about half a century ago [3], but the main

development of this direction began since 1998 [33–36].
Silicon is the preferred substrate material because of its

cost-effectiveness [37], large size, excellent thermal stabil-

ity [38], and high thermal conductivity (142W/(m · K)) [39].
Due to the large lattice mismatch (∼ 17%) and thermal

expansion coefficient (∼ 54%) between GaN and Si, it is

difficult to grow GaN layers with low dislocation density and

without cracks. Another of the difficulties of GaN epitaxy

on Si is the chemical reactivity of Si with almost all elements

at elevated temperatures. The use of certain metals such as,

for example, iron or gold in Si technology should be avoided

due to their high diffusivity to penetrate Si and further form

deep traps that degrade device properties. Gallium forms

a eutectic with silicon at room temperature [40], and this

alloy is very destructive because once formed, it continues

to grow, fed by epitaxial layers which it destroys [37].
It is found that there is a parasitic reaction of Ga with

silicon in the MOCVD epitaxy process through a thin buffer

layer AlN (Ga melting etching) [41,42], and the low mobility

of Al adatoms on both the silicon and aluminium nitride

surfaces hinders the structural rearrangement of adatoms

and makes the surface morphology of the AlN epitaxial film

rough [43].
Various technological approaches have been successfully

applied to improve the quality of GaN layers during

epitaxy on silicon substrates: firstly, the synthesis of low-

temperature and high-temperature intermediate AlN [44]
layers, and secondly, the formation of buffer AlN/GaN

super-lattices. AlN/GaN superlattice technology can effec-

tively control the stress and improve the crystal quality, and

the large lattice mismatch between GaN, AlN and Si can

be reduced [45]. Vertically propagating dislocations can be

terminated at superlattice interfaces, which consequently im-

proves crystal quality. Using these methods, the authors [46]
reported the growth of GaN-on-Si(111)-transistors with high

electron mobility (HEMTs).
The method of growing GaN layers on a sapphire

substrate with an intermediate low-temperature AlN [47]
layer was also applied to the growth of GaN on a Si [48]
substrate. Note that the crystal quality and residual stresses

in epitaxial GaN layers on Si still cannot be comparable to

those of GaN layers on SiC [49] substrate. In GaN synthesis,

it is found that there is a change in the surface potential in

the layer due to defects that act as deep acceptors [50].
The first light generation effect of III-nitride semicon-

ductor materials grown on GaN nano-prisms deposited on

silicon substrates was reported in [51]. The generation ob-

tained on epitaxial GaN layers grown on S(111) substrates

is described in [52].
In 2009 it was possible to grow a GaN-based laser

structure with a waveguide on a Si(111) [53] substrate.
In 2016 monolithic integration of GaN-based LEDs with

vertical field-effect transistors on sapphire [54] was reported.
InGaN/GaN-based GaN-on-Si, quantum-sized InGaN/GaN

devices with different functionalities are reported [55–61].
Orientation-controlled epitaxy of GaN layers on a Si(111)
substrate was demonstrated using a very thin Al2O3 layer

that controlled the orientation of AlN [62] seed layers. An

anisotropic model for stresses due to thermal mismatch

between film and substrate in gallium nitride and aluminium

nitride films grown on Si (111) substrates is published

in [63]. The authors determined the stresses in the layers by

Raman light scattering spectral curve frequency shifts and

observed good agreement with the model for polar layers

of III-nitrides.

1.1.2. AlN and GaN on Si(100)-substrate

The use of Si(100) as a substrate for the epitaxy of

III−N semiconductor layers is preferred because of the

possible integration of gallium nitride and silicon electronics.

Attempts to synthesize hexagonal III-nitride layers on a

Si(100) substrate have shown that, in contrast to the Si(111)
substrate, the process results in a low-quality structure. This

is due primarily to the fact that the synthesis of hexagonal

structure of III-nitrides on the planar cubic structure of

Si(100), firstly, the layers of 6-tot-point symmetry are born

on the surface of with 4-tot-point symmetry with a large

difference in the constant lattice and, secondly, at the mis-

match of crystal symmetry layers grow in two crystal-lattice

orientations. It is known [64] that AlN layers are formed

on the Si(100) substrate in the form of columnar domains.

This result is not surprising since Si(001) and AlN(0001)
are known to have a large difference of permanent lattices

and different crystallographic symmetry of the [65] planes. It
is also known that the synthesis of AlN and GaN on Si(100)
leads to polycrystalline or textured layers, at least with very

rough surfaces, consisting of many grains [66]. Usually,

Si(100) substrates disoriented in the〈110〉 to 4−7◦ direction
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of AlN interfaces

on Si(1× 1) (a), Si(2× 1) (d) and Si(111) (e) and ACM

scan images of AlN(0001) surfaces on Si(100) (b) substrates)
and Si(111) (c) [74].

are used to improve the quality of hexagonal AlN layers, but

disoriented Si(100)-substrates are not applicable in silicon

microelectronics technology because it is difficult to form

a reproducible surface microrelief that has the necessary

characteristics [67].

In the studies on the synthesis of AlN, GaN on Si(100)

substrates, AlN was synthesized by MBE [68], magnetron

sputtering [64], HVPE [69], and GaN with aluminium

nitride buffer layer was synthesized by laser deposition [70],

MBE [71], HVPE [72] and MOCVD [73].

The HVPE method was used to elucidate the possibility

of synthesizing AlN and GaN on Si(100) and for com-

parison on Si(111)-substrates, which were pre-treated in

ammonium sulfide solution to remove the natural oxide.

The epitaxy temperature in hydrogen atmosphere of AlN

layers was 1080◦C, and GaN — 1050◦C.

When the SiO2layer chemically interacts with (NH4)OH,

part of the oxide is removed and the sulfide layer is formed,

and two types of Si(2×1) and Si(1×1) surface lattices can

be formed. The nucleation of AlN on Si(100) with surface

lattice (2×1) and (1×1), will in turn lead to the formation

of AlN columnar structures of two orientations (Fig. 4, a, d).
Comparison of atomic-force microscopy (AFM) images

of AlN layers synthesized on Si(100) substrates showed

that a polycrystalline structure (Fig. 4, c) and a columnar

hexagonal structure of AlN on a sulphidized substrate

(Fig. 4, b) are formed at the initial growth stage. After

treatment of Si(100) in sulfide solution, the formation of

pillars mainly of two crystal-lattice orientations —- AlN−I

and AlN−II (Fig. 4, a, d). AFM image of the surface of the

AlN layer synthesized on Si(111) substrate showed that only

one type of crystal-lattice orientation — AlN−I (Fig. 4, c, e).
The nucleation of an AlN epitaxial layer on a Si substrate

depends on the presence of oxideson its surface.

The presence of two columnar AlN nuclei deployed

at 30◦ relative to each other results in a broadening of the

X-ray diffraction curve of the GaN/AlN/Si(100) structures

compared to the data for the GaN/AlN/Si(111) structures.

1.1.3. GaN(10−13)/Si(100)

Let us consider the results of the synthesis of semi-polar

thick GaN layers grown by HVPE on a flat disoriented

Si(100)-substrate with an intermediate buffer AlN layer as

a simple way to utilize the surface faces of the disoriented

Si(100) substrate for the growth of semi-polar [75,76] layers.
During the epitaxy of AlN in hydrogen atmosphere

on Si(100) substrate by HVPE method, many individual

nucleating seeds of both hexagonal and cubic modifications

are formed at the initial stage. At a relatively low growth

temperature for AlN (T = 950◦C) the layer structure

becomes less ordered, but the size of these blocks increases

as they grow, but the surface of the AlN layer takes

the form of faceted blocks consisting of nanocrystals with

planes like c−AlN(111), h−AlN (1102), h−AlN(1012),
h−AlN(1013), etc. [77]. The presence of different faceting

of AlN nuclei leads to the growth of GaN in different

crystallographic directions. X-ray diffraction studies showed

that an epitaxial semi-polar GaN(10−13) layer is formed

with the half-width of the rocking reflex curve (0004) of

the GaN layer of ωθ = 30 arcmin value. The effect of

crystal faceting of the buffer AlN layer on the structure

of the semi-polar GaN layer was demonstrated by Amano

et al. [78]. The authors have successfully grown semi-

polar GaN(10−13) and GaN(10−15) layers on Si (001)
substrates using different faces of AlN layers synthesized

by magnetron sputtering using the MOCVD method. The

authors [79] have shown that it is possible to synthesize

GaN layers with the
”
c“ axis tilted at 18◦(211) using the

MOCVD method.

1.1.4. GaN(20−23)/3C−SiC/Si(100)

Semi-polar layers were synthesized on Si(100) substrate

with different surface disorientation (2◦, 4◦, 7◦). In the first

step, a SiC nanolayer was formed using the technique

described in [80], then an AlN buffer layer with a thickness

Technical Physics, 2023, Vol. 68, No. 9
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Figure 6. AFM scan image of the surface GaN(20−23)/
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of ∼ 100 nm, was grown by the HVPE method, and —
then — a GaN core layer with a thickness of 10−15µm in

a hydrogen atmosphere by [81].

The X-ray diffraction results of the grown GaN layers

unambiguously indicate the presence of GaN(20−23)-
layer single-crystal structure, which was synthesized on

the formed AlN/3C−SiC faces of the disoriented Si(100)
surface (Fig. 5).

The structures exhibited bending and the radii of curva-

ture in the two perpendicular directions were significantly

different. AFM of the GaN layer surface showed that

the growth
”
pit“ structures have an asymmetric shape

characteristic of epitaxy in the semi-polar direction, and in

the 〈2110〉 direction parallel crack lines of the layer are

manifested (Fig. 6). The formation of SiC nanocrystalline

nuclei in the solid-phase method occurs at very low

supersaturation, the so-called chemical affinity [80], which

leads to
”
quasi-equilibrium“ growth of nuclei because the

solid-state reaction occurs inside the substrate Si rather than

outside. We suggest that in the places where steps are

present, due to the disorientation of the (100) plane and

the
”
of the quasi-equilibrium“ process of hetero-epitaxy,

”
etching“ of the steps occurs with the formation of Si(111)-
substrate faces and simultaneous formation of faces of

3C−SiC(111). It is known that the inclination angle of

the GaN(20−23) plane to the GaN(0001) ∼ 51.5◦ plane is

close to the angle between the (111) and (100) planes in the

cubic lattice 3C−SiC ∼ 55◦, and this is one of the stimuli

for the growth of the GaN layer in the inclined direction

with respect to the (100) plane (Fig. 5).
Another stimulus for the growth of the GaN(20−23)

layer in this particular semi-polar direction is the good

agreement of the GaN and 3C−SiC, lattices in at least

one of the crystallographic directions. Indeed, if we

consider the lattice of semi-polar GaN(20−23) and the

lattice of a cubic 3C−SiC, we can see that the GaN(20−23)
layers should experience different strain in perpendicular

directions. Evaluation of the strain magnitude for gal-

lium nitride layers grown on 3C−SiC(100), showed that

in the 〈2110〉 direction, this magnitude∼ 3.6%, and in

the 〈2023〉direction — ∼ 19.8%. The authors [83] re-

ported the MOCVD preparation of GaN(20−23) layers of

thickness 1.4µm, grown on 3C−SiC/Si(100)with disorienta-

tion 4◦ towards 〈110〉. In more recent work [84], semi-polar

GaN layers with surface orientations of (10−11), (20−23)
and (10−12) were obtained. The growth of layers (10−11)
was along 3C−SiC/Si(110) and 3C−SiC/Si(−110), while

the growth of layers (20−23) and (10−12) was only along

3C−SiC/Si(110). Layers (10−11) had a rough surface

morphology, while layers (20−23) and (10−12) had a

mirror-smooth surface.

The synthesis of AlN on Si(001) substrate with 3C−SiC,

buffer layers, which was obtained by chemical deposition,

leads to a complicated structure at the AlN/SiC interface.

Hexagonal AlN does not grow directly on 3C−SiC, but

first,a cubic AlN of pyramidal shape is nucleated, then when

the cubic AlN grows to thickness of 10 nm, the structure of

the growing AlN crystal changes to hexagonal type [85,86].

1.1.5. GaN/3C−SiC/Si(210)

The synthesis of semi-polar gallium nitride layers was car-

ried out similarly to the method described in Section. 1.1.4,

but the initial silicon substrate had an orientation (210).
In this case, X-ray diffraction studies have shown, that

the GaN layer crystallizes in the form of blocks as epitaxial

growth proceeds, with the surface orientation of the layer

changing as follows:

(101−5) → (101−4) → (101−3) → (101−2).

The analysis of the oblique symmetric reflex (1124), the
half-width of which was 25 arcmin, allows us to make a

statement about the epitaxial character of layer growth.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of the surface of the

layers showed that the layer has a characteristic structure of

a blocky layer grown in the semi-polar direction (Fig. 7).
This behavior of the GaN layer during epitaxy on Si(210)

can be explained based on a model of layer growth

Technical Physics, 2023, Vol. 68, No. 9
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GaN/AlN/3C−SiC/Si(210) [87].

under conditions where, after chemical etching of the

substrate, the surface should consist of steps with facets of

Si(100), Si(110) and Si(111), which should result in a mo-

saic silicon carbide surface (3C−SiC(110), 3C−SiC(100),
3C−SiC(111)), and will favor the layer growth in the most

favorable direction.

The nucleation of AlN and growth of GaN layers in the

semi-polar direction under different facets of 3C−SiC-layer

occur in different semi-polar directions [87]. Recently, the

authors [88] proposed a model that highlights the possibility

of controlling the growth direction of the semi-polar AlN

layer by forming a 3C−SiC, for example, in the synthesis

ofAlN(10−13)/3C−SiC/Si(110).

The use of the faces of the structured substrate to

control the crystallographic structure of the semi-polar layer

is displayed in [78,89]. The application of directional

AlN deposition in the magnetron sputtering technique

is a promising method to obtain semi-polar GaN layers

on Si(100)-substrate [90].

So, it is difficult to grow semi-polar GaN with large tilt

angle to c-plane on planar Si substrate due to the lack of

compatible epitaxial relationship between semi-polar GaN

crystal on any oriented Si substrate. However, given the

wide availability of Si substrates and the ease of forming a

structured Si surface by either dry or chemical wet etching,

it is expected that the growth of semi-polar GaN layers on Si

structured substrate will show major advantages over GaN

that is grown on a flat substrate.

1.2. Synthesis and properties of layers
on nanostructured (NP−Si)-substrate

In order to select compatible Si substrates for epitaxial

growth of semi-polar GaN on tilted facets, the crystallo-

graphic relationship between the substrate and the desired

semi-polar orientation must be considered. In paper [91],
the authors noted that to obtain the semi-polar orientation

of the structure surface, the angle between the nucleation

edge and the substrate surface should be equivalent to the

slope between the I c-plane of GaN and the target semi-

polar plane. The angles between the silicon planes (hkl)
and the surface of silicon wafers of different orientations

Table 1. The angles between the Si(hkl)-planes and the surface

of the Si [81]
substrate.

Si-planes
The angles between the Si(hkl) and above the-

planes of the substrate of different orientations

h k l (100) (110) (112) (113)

1 1 1 54.74◦ 35.26◦ 19.47◦ 29.50◦

−1 1 1 125.26◦ 90.00◦ 61.87◦ 58.52◦

1 −1 1 54.74◦ 90.00◦ 61.87◦ 58.52◦

1 1 −1 54.74◦ 35.26◦ 90.00◦ 100.02◦

−1 −1 1 125.26◦ 144.74◦ 90.00◦ 79.98◦

1 −1 −1 54.74◦ 90.00◦ 118.13◦ 121.48◦

−1 1 −1 125.26◦ 90.00◦ 118.13◦ 121.48◦

−1 −1 −1 125.26◦ 144.74◦ 160.53◦ 150.50◦

are given in Table 1. The (113) Si substrate was found

to be suitable for the growth of semi-polar GaN(11−22)
and GaN(20−21), because the angles between some Si(hkl)
and planes and the surface (113) of the silicon substrate are

close to the corresponding tilt angles.

To obtain GaN(10−11), the authors proposed a Si(100)
substrate with disorientation at 7◦ at direction 〈110〉 (Fig. 8).
The Si(100) substrate is subjected to a wet etching process

using KOH solution (25mass%) at 30◦C [92] after pattern
masking.

Since the bond energies of Si atoms are different

depending on the crystal planes, and the Si(111) plane is

inert to KOH, the process will automatically stop (Fig. 8, a).
Then, one of the groove faces is coated with SiO2,and the

other face undergoes epitaxial growth in the direction

perpendicular to the Si(111) face (Fig. 8, b).

Epitaxial growth of buffer layers of AlN with a thickness

of 100−200 nm,followed by semi-polar GaN or AlN with

a thickness of some µm was carried out by hydride vapor

phase epitaxy in a hydrogen atmosphere on nanostructured

NP−Si(100) substrates and, for comparison, on planar

Si(111)-substrates. The epitaxy temperature of AlN was

1080◦C, and GaN — 1050◦C, the flow rates of HCl

and NH3 — 1.7 and 2.4 l/min, respectively.

Also, semi-polar GaN layers on NP−Si(100) substrates

were grown by metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy on a

modified EpiQuip setup with a horizontal reactor and an

induction-heated graphite substrate holder. The structures

consisted of an AlN layer with a thickness of∼ 20 nm and an

unalloyed GaN layer with a thickness of ∼ 1µm. Ammonia

(NH3) and trimethyl gallium (TMG) were used as nitrogen

and gallium sources, and hydrogen was used as the carrier

gas — water. The reactor pressure during GaN growth was

100mbar, and the substrate temperature was 1030◦C.
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Figure 8. Schematic representation of Si(001) substrate after anisotropic KOH (a) etching. Schematic representation of GaN slope

growth after fusion (b) [91].
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Figure 9. SEM images of the original NP−Si(100) nano-relief of substrates with different angles of Si(hkl): a — 54, b — 47◦ [94].

1.2.1. AlN(10−11), AlN(10−12) on NP−Si(100)

1.2.1.1. Initial stages

This section is devoted to the study of the initial

growth stages of semi-polar AlN grown by MOCVD

on a nanostructured Si(100) substrate, on the surface

of which V-shaped symmetric
”
ridges“ uncoated SiO2

(NP−Si(100)) are formed. In experiments, we used

structured NP−Si(100), substrates obtained by Wostec [93],
which had V-shaped

”
nano-ridges “ with a period value

between them of about 70 nm and a height of 30−50 nm

(Fig. 9, a). Ridge angles were set by the parameters of

the etching process. In experiment there were two types

of substrates: the first, where ridges were etched at an

angle ≈ 54◦, targeting the singular Si(111)-plane, and the

second type of substrates were etched at an angle ≈ 47◦,

targeting the deflected Si(111)-plane (Fig. 9, b). It should

be noted, that the magnitude of the sloping Si(111)
”
facet

of the nano-ridge“ was lSi ∼ 75−90 nm.

Chip images of structures with AlN layers synthe-

sized on NP−Si(100)-substrate at an epitaxy temperature

of∼ 1080◦C in hydrogen flow showed that at thicknesses of

about 15 nm, the AlN layer contains no crystals with visible

faceting and follows the substrate surface (Fig. 10, a). At

AlN thicknesses of about 30 nm, individual crystals faceted

by planes (0001), (10−12), (10−11) are visible in the layer.

The faceting of AlN crystals was defined by planes (10−11)
for blocks grown on ridge slopes with slope angle 54◦

(Fig. 10, b) and (10−12) for slope angle 47◦ .

The experiment showed that if the substrate has an

inhomogeneous nanostructured surface, i.e., there are faces

with an inclination angle to the Si(100) surface of both 47◦,

and 54◦, then crystal quality will be low, and both

AlN(10−12), and AlN(10−11) should be nucleated simul-

taneously. A similar pattern in the synthesis of gallium

nitride on a structured sapphire substrate was observed by

the authors [95].

In MOCVD modes, AlN growth is limited by the delivery

of trimethyl-aluminium to the growing surface, and the AlN

growth rate is proportional to the Al concentration in the

reactor atmosphere minus the etch rate, which depends

on temperature and hydrogen and ammonia concentrations.

It is known that if the synthesis temperature of the

AlN layer is high enough, the facets on the surface will

appear as a plane (0001). If synthesis occurs below a

certain temperature (∼ 1390◦C), other crystal planes such

as (10−11) and (10−12) [96] may appear. When AlN

is nucleated on a silicon substrate, a thin layer with no

directional orientation is usually formed [97] (Fig. 10, a).

The main point of semi-polar layer formation is the

process of crystal facet formation. As shown in Fig. 11,

three-dimensional nanocrystals are formed on the slopes

Technical Physics, 2023, Vol. 68, No. 9
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Figure 10. SEM image of the AlN chip and surface after synthesis at 0.5 (a) and 1min (b) [98].
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Figure 11. Schematic representation of AlN(10−11) (a, b) and AlN(10−12) (c, d) crystal formation on Si(100) [98] substrate
.

of the V-shaped structure, which grow in the direction of

the axis c . Obviously, during the nucleation and initial

growth stages of AlN, it is necessary to avoid subsequent

nucleation, i.e. provide a density of AlN nucleation such

that individual nuclei are separated by a characteristic

distance lSi, smaller than twice the Al-adatom diffusion

length distance LAl. The diffusion path length of the Al

adatom on the Si(111) surface is aboutLAl = 40 nm [99].
In our case, 2LAl > lSi, which means that we have a unique

case, where the nucleation and growth of the AlN layer

occurs under conditions of quasi-dimensional growth even

at the epitaxy temperature not high for AlN ∼ 1080◦C.

As is known [76], the angles between the plane

AlN(0001) and AlN(10−11) — ϕ1 or between

AlN(0001) and AlN(10−12) — ϕ2 can be evaluated

from the expressiontanϕ1 = 2c/
√
3a and tanϕ2 = c/

√
3a ,

wherec = 0.498 nm, a = 0.311 nm. It is found that ϕ1

and ϕ2 are about 61 and 43◦, respectively, which coin-

cides with the crystal faceting planes (Fig. 11, a, b). The

coalescence of the faceted crystals results in the formation

of corrugated continuous layers of either AlN(10−11), or
AlN(10−12) (Fig 11, c, d).

The observed differences in the faceting of AlN layer

crystals during epitaxy on Si(111) faces with inclinations 54

or 47◦ to the Si(100) plane are related to the difference

in the direction of the axis c , which, in turn, leads

to different crystal planes of corrugated layers during

nucleation on oriented or disoriented Si(111) faces of
”
nano-
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ridge“. Similar results were reported in [100], where

the authors showed that substrate orientation and process

conditions can control the growth of an isolated GaN

block, leading to the formation of GaN structures with

tilted axis c in various shapes. Epitaxy of GaN layers

with thickness ∼ 1µm by MOCVD on AlN/NP−Si(100)
templates yields GaN(10−12) or GaN(10−11) with X-

ray diffraction curve half-width ωθ with a value of 60

and 40 arcmin, respectively [101].

1.2.1.2. Raman light scattering

Raman light scattering spectra depend on both the crystal

orientation and the concentration of charge carriers in the

layer. Raman-active modes of light scattering are determined

by the direction of incidence of the laser beam and the

direction of polarization of the crystal, i.e. the Raman

scattering selection rule. As it is known, in non-polar

GaN crystals the light scattering modes with peaks E2(high)
and A1(TO), E1(TO) are active, while the peaks E2 (high)
and A1(LO) [102] appear for polar GaN crystals. Our results

do not contradict this rule. The RS spectra of semi-polar

AlN(10−12) show E2(high) and A1(TO)-, E1(TO)-peaks,
polarAlN(0001) — E2(high), E1(LO).

To compare the properties of the semi-polar and polar

aluminium nitride layers, an AlN(0001) layer was addition-

ally synthesized on a flat substrate in a similar temperature-

time process. The epitaxial growth of layers was carried

out by the HVPE method at the growth zone flux ratio

H2 : NH3 = 2 : 1 at a temperature of 1080◦C. The thickness

of the AlN layers was about 2µm. X-ray diffraction analysis

showed that the polar AlN(0001) layer synthesized on the

planar Si(111) substrate has the half-width of the X-ray

diffraction swing curveωθ sin 45 arcmin,and the semi-polar

AlN layer synthesized on the V-nanostructured substrate has

a growth surface(10−12) with ωθ ∼ 60 arcmin.

The RS spectra of polar AlN(0001) and semi-polar

(10−12)-layers (Fig. 12) contained lines belonging to the

silicon substrate, peaks E2(high) — 655.6 cm−1, which

are the same for both structures, with almost identical

half-widths of E2(high) peaks. The RS spectra of polar

and semi-polar AlN layers have significant differences: the

polar layer contained a peak of 887.5, which is attributed

to A1(LO) phonon [103], while the semi-polar — peaks

of 668.1 and 907.3 cm−1, attributed to E1(TO) E1(LO)-
phonons. A1(TO) peaks differed both in the position of

the maxima (607 and 617 cm−1for polar and semi-polar

layers, respectively) and in intensity (the semi-polar has

higher intensity) (Fig. 12).

The broadening of the RS spectra is usually the result

of phonon scattering, caused by small block layer grains,

by a stress gradient in the heterostructure. For bulk AlN

crystals, the FWHM of the E2(high) peak has a value of

3−5 cm−1 [103], and for a polycrystalline layer it can be

as large as 50 cm−1 [105]. The enhancement of the A1peak

(TO) and the appearance of the E1(TO) in the semi-polar
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Figure 12. RS spectra of AlN(10−12)/NP−Si(100) and

AlN(0001)/NP−Si(111) [104].

structure compared to the polar structure can be interpreted

as follows.

1.2.2. AlN(10−11)/NP−Si(100): plastic relaxation

We consider the conditions of occurrence and results of

plastic relaxation of a stressed semi-polar AlN layer with a

thickness of about 7µm grown by the HVPE method on an

NP−Si(100) [106] substrate.
SEM images revealed that, first, the V-structured surface

is preserved during HVPE synthesis, second, at this thick-

ness, theAlN(10−11) layer contains a grid of parallel quasi-

periodic cracks that stretch along the growth direction and

are strictly perpendicular to the NP−Si(100) ridges with

a spacing of about 135 nm (Fig. 13, a), and, thirdly, the

crack penetrates not only the AlN layer with thickness7µm,

but also partially penetrates the Si substrate to a depth of

300 nm (Fig. 13, b). A similar system of parallel cracks

was observed in the synthesis of semi-polar GaN(20−23)
layers (Fig. 6) by HVPE method on a disoriented Si(100)
substrate.

To explain the cracking conditions in the semi-polar AlN

layer synthesized on NP−Si(100)-substrate, we first esti-

mate the magnitude of the tensile stress in the AlN(10−11)-
layer at which cracks occur(σcr), and and compare it with

the magnitude of the elastic stresses that occur during

cooling of the AlN structure on the Si substrate. It is known

that the energy Ŵ, at which crack formation occurs in AlN,

is a value of 4.81 J/m2 [107]. The experimentally determined

crack spacing in AlN/NP−Si(100) is L = 135 nm (Fig. 14),
then, according to [108], we can determine the critical stress

at which crack formation occurs in AlN/Si structure

σcr =

√

5.8
ŴEAlN

L(1 − ν2
AlN)

, (1)

where EAlN = 225GPa for AlN/Si [109] and νAlN = 0.24 —
the Young’s modulus and Poison’s ratio, respectively.
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Figure 13. SEM image: a — surface of semi-polar AlN(10−11) with quasi-periodic cracks, b — slice of AlN/NP−Si(100) structure

with crack [106].

It is found that the critical stress value in the

AlN(10−11), layer, at which cracks occur is 0.22GPa. We

compare this value with the elastic stresses σ f , which can

occur in an AlN layer when the structure is cooled from

the epitaxy temperature T1 — 1080◦C to room temperature

T2 — 25◦C by formula [110]:

σ f =
EAlN

1− νAlN

(αAlN − αSi)(T1 − T2)

1 + EAlN(1−νSi)hAlN
ESi(1−νAlN)hSi

, (2)

where hSi = 400µm, hAlN = 7.5µm — thicknesses of the Si

substrate and AlN layer, respectively, αSi = 3.6 · 10−6 K−1,

αAlN = 5.3 · 10−6 K−1 [111] — the coefficients of ther-

mal expansion of the substrate and layer, respectively,

ESi = 131GPa for Si(111) and νSi = 0.26 — the Young’s

modulus and Poison’s ratio, respectively.

It turned out that the value of σ f = 0.5GPa is signifi-

cantly higher σcr. The formation of cracks in AlN and Si

(Fig. 13, b) apparently occurred as a result of abrupt plastic

relaxation during cooling, which is confirmed by the type of

cracks.

In the HVPE method, the growth of the semi-polar AlN

layer occurs perpendicular to the Si(111) plane. The size

of the AlN block in the growth direction is smaller than

the threshold distance Lcr = 135 nm, so no cracks occur in

this direction (Fig. 14). In the direction along the ridge,

the size of the layer is larger than Lcr, in which case, the

elastic stress will exceed the threshold value and a system

of quasi-cracks will appear (Fig. 14).

An anisotropic model for stresses in gallium nitride

and aluminium nitride films grown on Si(111) substrates

caused by thermal mismatch between film and substrate is

published in [63]. The authors determined the stresses in the

layers by Raman light scattering spectral curve frequency

shifts and observed good agreement with the model for

polar III-nitride layers. In paper [112], the mechanisms of

mismatch stress relaxation in heterostructures of LED based

on semi-polar GaN have been analyzed within the energy

approach taking into account crystallographic features and

AlN(10 1)1

Si(111)

Si(100)

L

Figure 14. Schematic representation of cracks in the

AlN/NP−Si(100) [106] structure

elastic anisotropy of the crystal lattice of wurtzite III-

nitride. Calculations have shown that the value of the

angle between the polar c axis in the wurtzite structure

and the growth direction of the heterostructure is essential

for predicting different mechanisms of mismatch stress

relaxation.

1.2.3. GaN(10−11)/NP−Si(100): self-forming mask
model

In paper [113], the growth of GaN on Si(001) substrates

with micron-sized V-groove by MOCVD and the photo-

luminescence of semi-polar{1−101}InGaN/GaN structures

were studied. Photoluminescence measurements at different

intensities have shown that the internal electric field in a

multi-quantum InGaN/GaN MQW structure grown on a

semi-polar GaN(1−101), layer is indeed smaller than that

of an MQW structure grown on polar GaN(0001), but the
mechanism of semi-polar layer formation for the V-shaped

structure is not represented in the literature.

In this section, we discuss the features of the transition

from the symmetric state of two semi-polar planes with

oppositely orientedc-axes to the asymmetric state with a

single c-axis orientation of III-nitride layers during synthesis

on V-shaped symmetric nanostructured silicon substrates

Technical Physics, 2023, Vol. 68, No. 9
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Figure 15. SEM image of AlN/NP−Si(100)-structures at the

initial growth stage

.

and the development of a model that relates this transition

to the formation of the substrate nano-mask.

Scanning election microscope images of the spall and the

AlN surface show that the layer forms a corrugated surface

consisting of two semi-polar AlN(10−11) with opposite c-
axes. When the average thickness of the AlN layer on the

slopes of the nano-ridge is about 35 nm (Fig. 15), it can

Si(100)

AlN

20 nm

AlN

GaN

1 mm

a b

Figure 16. SEM image of the chipped (a) and surface (b) GaN(10−11)/AlN/NP−Si(100)-structure [98].

a b
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Si(100)

Si(111)

Si(100)

A Nl

N2

SiN

GaN(10 1)1

c

c

c

c
c

Figure 17. Schematic representation of stresses due to WOS nano-mask and ion flow direction N+
2 (a) and epitaxial growth of corrugated

AlN(10−11)- and GaN(10−11)-layers with a single orientation of c-axis (b) [98].

be seen that the chipped samples do not show any sign of

structure asymmetry.

The spall image showed that after GaN synthesis, the

nanostructured AlN is preserved (Fig. 16, a), but there is a

transition from the symmetric state of two semi-polar planes

of AlN(10−11) with opposite c-axes to the asymmetric

state of GaN(10−11) (Fig. 16, b) with a single orientation

of thec-axis, and its direction coincides with the direction

of the flow of N2 ions onto the silicon surface during the

formation of nano-masks (Fig. 16).
In this regard, to search for the reasons for the above

transition from the symmetric state to the asymmetric

state, one should turn to the WOS-nano-mask as the

basis for the formation of NP −Si(100). The nano-

mask is formed through a two-step process. In the first

stage, upon bombardment with an inclined flux of N+
2

nitrogen ions, the collision cascade areas merge into a

continuous anisotropically stressed modified layer. In second

stage, the increase in wave amplitude is caused by ion

sputtering without changing the period of the structure.

As a result, ion-synthesized silicon nitride nano-bands are

formed on the wave slopes facing the ion flow, with

the SiN nano-bands exhibiting strong compressive stresses

(Fig. 17, a). Accordingly, the near-surface silicon layer

appears anisotropically periodically stressed to a sufficient

depth of several WOS wavelengths and has tensile stresses
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(Fig. 17, a). Defects are formed in the stressed near-surface

layer of silicon, similar to what was observed in [114].
Stresses and defects during etching in KOH and after

SiN removal are not visually apparent, and geometrically

symmetrical faces (111) and (−1−11) (Fig.. 9, a), are

formed in V-shaped nano-ridges, where defects are present

only on the slopes of nano-ridges (−1−11), and the other

slope (111) remains practically free of defects.

The epitaxy of the AlN layer forms a corrugated

AlN(10−11), surface on facets with different strain values

of the growing layers, and these two facets of the surface

have different numbers of defects because they are syn-

thesized on silicon facets with different degrees of defects.

The more defective plane of the corrugated layer should

have a higher growth rate compared to the growth rate

of the competing plane and accordingly the GaN epitaxy

process exhibits a faster growing plane on the surface —
GaN(10−11) [98].
Thus, the experimentally detected effect of transition from

the symmetric state of semi-polar linear nano-crystallites

AlN(10−11) with opposite c-axes, which are formed on

symmetric silicon nano-ridges NP−Si(100)-substrate, to

the asymmetric state with a single orientation c-axis of

GaN(10−11)-layer, according to the self-forming mask

model, may be due to the properties of the WOS process.

1.2.4. GaN(10−11)/NP−Si(100):surface energy
model

The formation of semi-polar III-nitride layers on

NP−Si(100)-substrate with a single c-axis orientation may

be based on differences in the formation of AlN(10−11)
layers on the Si(111) face and AlN(10−1−1) layers on

the Si(−1−11) face due to different surface energy. The

values of surface energies known in the literature are rather

averaged, and the influence of surface structuring is not

taken into account. Thus, the calculated surface energy

of ideal AlN and GaN surfaces with polar and semi-polar

orientations according to [115] shows that polar planes have
smaller values than semi-polar planes (1−101) and (11−22)
(Table 2).
The data on the surface energy of ideal GaN surfaces

with polar and semi-polar orientations under conditions of

a gas atmosphere enriched with nitrogen atoms show that

the energy values also depend on the orientation of the

fac [116].
It can be seen that the energy increases depending

on the orientation of the GaN surface in the following

Table 2. surface energy of ideal AlN and GaN (ev/A2) surfaces

with polar and semi-polar orientations [99]

surface (0001) (000−1) (1−101) (11−22) (11−20)

AlN 0.250 0.255 0.261 0.259 0.170

GaN 0.185 0.228 0.193 0.194 0.141

Table 3. surface energy of GaN surface facets in an atmosphere

enriched with nitrogen atoms [116]

Surface (0001) (000-1) (1-101) (1-10-1) (11-22) (11-2-2)

eV/A2 0.204 0.234 0.224 0.257 0.221 0.250

order: (0001), (11−22), (1−101), (000−1), (11−2−2)
and (1−10−1). The corrugated AlN surface leads to the

synthesis of GaN(1−101) and GaN(1−10−1) [8], layers,

which have different surface energies (Table 3). These

differences can provide different growth rates of GaN facets

and lead to the formation of GaN layer in one direction

(Fig. 16, b, 17, b).

The detected effect of transition from the symmetric

state of semi-polar linear nano-crystallites AlN(10−11) with

opposite c-axes, which are formed on symmetric silicon

nano-ridges NP−Si(100)-substrate, to the asymmetric state

with a single orientation c-axis of GaN(10−11)-layer,
according to the model, can be determined by the difference

in the surface energy of the (10−11) and (10−1−1) facets

of AlN and GaN layers.

1.2.5. GaN(10−11)/AlN/3C−SiC/NP−Si(100)

1.2.5.1. Growth features

Consider the synthesis of semi-polar gallium nitride layers

grown on an NP−Si(100) substrate using a pre-formed

3C−SiC thin layer on its surface. The NP−Si(100) sub-

strates were V-shaped grooves, on whose surface SiC [80]
nanocrystals were synthesized by solid-phase epitaxy tech-

nology. GaN layers on the substrates were grown by

MOCVD in a hydrogen atmosphere. The structures

consisted of an AlN layer with a thickness of ∼ 20 nm and

an unalloyed GaN layer with a thickness of ∼ 1µm. Three

types of GaN layers synthesized on flat Si(100) substrate,

on NP−Si(100) substrate and on SiC/NP−Si(100) template

were investigated.

X-ray diffraction and SEM analyses of GaN layers

synthesized in the same process on flat Si(100) substrate,

on NP −Si(100) substrates and SiC/NP−Si(100), templates

showed different crystallographic surface structure of GaN

layers (Fig. 18, a, c, e). On flat Si(100)-layer substrate

was synthesized in the GaN(0001) direction (Fig. 18, a, b)
with the half-width of the GaN(0002) X-ray diffraction

curve ωθ about 120 arcmin, and on the NP−Si(100)
and SiC/NP−Si(100) — in the semi-polar GaN(10−11)
direction with ωθ ∼ 60−45 arcmin (Fig. 18, c, d, e, f ) respec-
tively. We pose that the presence of different surface

energy values of AlN(10−11) on the Si(111) face and

AlN(10−1−1) on the Si(−1−11) face with an intermediate

thin 3C−SiC-layer will lead to different GaN rates on

these faces and synthesis in the same semi-polar direction

(Fig. 19).
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Figure 18. SEM images and spalling ofGaN(0002)/Si(100) (a, b), GaN(10−11)/NP−Si(100) (c, d)
and GaN(10−11)/SiC/NP−Si(100) (e, f) [117].
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Figure 19. Schematic of GaN(10−11) formation on

NP−Si(100) [117] surface.

The semi-polar GaN(10−11), layers synthesized on

SiC/NP−Si(100)-substrate had less rough surface than those

synthesized on NP−Si(100) without SiC-layer. AFM images

of the GaN/AlN/SiC/NP−Si(100)-structure showed that the

surface had a pronounced asymmetric pattern, with a base

roughness of about 250 nm and GaN(10−11) protrusions of
about 500 nm were present

So, hetero-epitaxy of GaN layer on V-shaped nanos-

tructured NP−Si(100), substrate, combined with synthesis

of nanoscale SiC layer formed by solid-phase replacement

of silicon atoms with carbon atoms, leads to the growth

of GaN(10−11) layer due to the competitive process

of formation of AlN and GaN layers on the walls of

nanochannels.

1.2.5.2. Photoluminescence

The photoluminescence spectra of GaN(10–11),
GaN(10–12), synthesized on NP−Si(100) and
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Figure 20. Photoluminescence spectra of

GaN(10−11)/NP−Si(100), GaN(10−11)/SiC/NP−Si(100)
and GaN(10−12)/NP−Si(100) [121] structures.

GaN(10−11) on SiC/NP–Si(100), are different. Thus,

the energies of the maximum spectra of GaN(10–11)/NP–
Si(100) — hν1 = 3.40 eV, hν2 = 3.32 eV, hν3 = 3.29 eV,

GaN(10–11)/SiC/NP–Si(100) — hν1 = 3.39 eV and

GaN(10–12)/NP–Si(100) — hν1 = 3.41 eV (Fig. 20).

In the luminescence spectra of semi-polar crystals, the

hν 3.40−3.41 eV, line associated with packing faults —
BSFS I1 (basal plane stacking faults) [118],which occurs

during nucleation by the Volmer−Weber [119] mechanism,

is usually observed.

The model of luminescence due to stacking faults is first

proposed in [120] and suggests that excitons in GaN can

bind to stacking faults as in an ideal quantum well of cubic

GaN surrounded by wurtzite GaN.

By analogy with the photoluminescence data [122], we
can conclude that the hν = 3.39−3.40 eV peak in GaN(10–
11) layers and thehν = 3.41 eV in GaN(10−12)are due

to BSFS I1 defects. The hν = 3.30−3.32 eV peak is

possibly due to donor-acceptor recombination associated

with silicon in GaN atoms.

So, the luminescent properties of the semi-polar layers

are due to stacking faults — BSFS−I1.

1.2.6. GaN(11−22)/NP−Si(113)

1.2.6.1. Initial growth stages

Let us consider the initial stages of GaN(11−22) layer

formation on a nanostructured Si(113) substrate (Fig. 21).

The substrates NP−Si(113) were formed using the

technology outlined previously. The structures were syn-

thesized by MOCVD and consisted of an AlN layer with

a thickness of ∼ 20 nm and two types of GaN layers with

different thicknesses: an island GaN layer with dimensions

∼ 0.05−0.1µm and a continuous GaN(11−22) layer with

a thickness of 0.5−1µm. X-ray diffraction analysis of the

58°

Si(113)

Si(111)

20 nm

Figure 21. SEM image of a chipped NP of −Si(113) substrate.

20 nm

AlN

Figure 22. SEM is an image of the surface NP−Si(113) of a

substrate coated with a thin layer AlN [123].

20 nm

Parallel to
(11 2)2
plane

m-plane

c-plane

Figure 23. SEM is an image of the GaN insular layer at the initial

stage of growth [123].

layers showed that the solid layers of GaN(11−22) have a

half-width of the X-ray diffraction curve ωθ ∼ 30 arcmin.

The scanning-electron microscope image of the surface

showed that on the NP−Si(113) nanostructured substrate,

the AlN layer uniformly covers the surface (Fig. 22),
and nucleation of GaN occurs on the surface of the

AlN/Si(111) facet by island mechanism (Fig. 23), and
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[0001]
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b

c

Figure 24. SEM image of the facets of the GaN island; a — m-GaN, where the dashed lines show the edges [11−22] and [0001],
b — GaN(0001), c — the top view of m−GaN and c−GaN [123].

the shape of the island (Fig. 24) shows the presence of

GaN(0001), m−GaN planes. The average thickness of

the islands in the direction perpendicular to the groove

was 100 nm (Fig. 24, a), and in the direction along the

groove about 160 nm (Fig. 24.). It can be seen that the

crystals are faceted in the direction along the groove, in

our opinion — m−GaN with an angle of 120◦ between the

facets and GaN(0001) in the perpendicular to the Si(111)
plane (Fig. 24). An m−GaN face has a rectangular shape,

with an edge that belongs to two neighboring planes of

m−GaN lying parallel to the plane (11−22). It can be seen

that the selective growth ofGaN(11−22) on NP−Si(113) is

accompanied by the formation of voids (voids) in the area

of the bottom of the nanochannels, which should provide

stress relaxation in the layer GaN [122].
The larger size of the nucleus (Fig. 24, c) in the direction

along the
”
of the nanochannels“ than in the direction

perpendicular to them can be explained by the different

path length of Ga (L)adatoms during the formation of the

island layer. It is known that, L = (Dt)1/2, where D — the

diffusion constant of Ga atoms on the surface, and t — the

lifetime of Ga adatom on the surface of the nanostructure.

The constant D depends on the epitaxy temperature, which

was constant throughout the growth, and we assume that D
is the same in both directions and hence there remains

an influencing factor t . When atoms diffuse along the

”
of the“ nanowires, the adatoms on the surface have a

larger magnitudet, than in the direction perpendicular to the

”
nanowires“. This is probably due to the presence of

”
nano-

hills“ in the direction perpendicular to the
”
nano-canaries“

which lead to impaired surface diffusion and reduced t,
and hence a shorter waviness period and smaller island size

in this direction (Fig. 24, c).
Note that the observed faceting of a GaN crystal during

synthesis on a silicon substrate occurs as a result of nonequi-

librium processes, which are influenced by the values of

supersaturation of gallium atoms, crystal deformation during

GaN/Si heteroepitaxy, as well as, the difference in the length

of the diffusion path of Ga atoms in the directions along and

across the groove.

As is known, the faces of GaN embryo should be formed

in accordance with the Gibbs-Curie-Wolfe principles−−,

which require the formation of a crystal with the lowest

surface free energy. The facet of a crystal growing

under equilibrium conditions is formed by facets with

minimum values of specific surface energy [124]. Note,

that crystals with covalent, ionic, or metallic bonds strongly

stick together when they collide, making it difficult to form

faces [125]. Usually, when a crystal grows, its faces move in

a direction perpendicular to their planes, and the higher the

growth rate, the greater the specific surface energy of the

face.

As can be seen from the table, the specific surface

energy GaN(0001) — 0.185 eV/A2 and GaN(10−10) —
0.141 eV/A2 imply that the growth rate of the c-GaN face

should be greater than m−GaN, and consequently, the

layer thickness in the direction of GaN(0001) should be

greater than in the direction of m−GaN. However, this

is not confirmed in the experiment. We believe that this

behavior of the growth rate of the face GaN(0001) is due,

perhaps, firstly, to the effect of the deformation of the face

(0001) during epitaxy on the wall of the groove Si(111),

which should reduce the value of the specific surface energy

GaN(0001), and secondly, the differences in the diffusion

length of Ga atoms along and across the groove. The change

in the value of the surface energy GaN(0001) under the

impact of elastic stresses of the surface was noted in [126].

The appearance of the crystal configuration when the

edge is parallel (11−22) can be explained by the growth

features of gas-phase epitaxy. All growth parameters can be

represented by one thermodynamic epitaxy parameter —
supersaturation of vapors Ga — γGa, which measures the

deviation of the system from equilibrium and represents the

driving force for the formation of GaN and depends on the
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partial pressure Ga in the gas medium [127]

γ f = (PGa
in − PGa

eq )/PGa
eq ,

where PGa
in is the input partial pressure, and PGa

eq is the

equilibrium vapor pressure Ga at the interface of the vapor–
−solid body.

In turn, the chemical potential of gallium µGa is associated

with the oversaturation of Ga [128] atoms as

µGa ∼ kT log(1 + γGa).

For example, calculations performed in [129] for three

surfaces for µGa, showed that semi-polar faces (11−22)
are formed at high supersaturation of Ga vapors, while

nonpolar(11−20) faces are preferable at low supersaturation

of Ga vapors.

The surface differences of the semi-polar face from the

polar and nonpolar ones lead both to a difference in the

specific surface energy of the faces and to the crystallo-

graphic dependence of the face on the supersaturation of

Ga atoms in the gas composition.

Since the surface energy of the semi-polar facet

of GaN(11−22) is larger than that of the non-

polarGaN(10−10), only non-polar or polar facets should

remain at high growth temperature (T = 1030◦C) under

conditions where the µGa supersaturation value is large.

The authors [130,131] have shown that synthesis of

GaN(11−22) on a Si(113) substrate structured as formed

periodic square windows completely eliminates one of the

most important problems in growing semi-polar GaN on

silicon substrates —
”
reverse melting Ga“. In result, crack-

free semi-polar GaN(11−22) was obtained with significant

improvements in crystal quality, in particular, stacking

defects BSFs were reduced.

The authors [132,133] have shown that a two-step

approach has been developed to grow semi-polar (11−22)
GaN on structured Si(113) substrates, which effectively

eliminates etching of the Ga melt at high temperature. A

grooved structure was deposited on a (113)Si substrate by

using a standard micron-scale photolithography technique,

then anisotropic chemical etching was used to form a

Si(111) face and then a thick layer of AlN was epitaxially

grown on the structured silicon to cover all the faces and

ensure that no Ga atoms were in contact with the substrate.

In further, we applied the SiO2 mask only on (113) facets

to ensure that GaN grew only on the exposed (111) facets,

and thus formed (11−22) semi-polar GaN with high crystal

quality along the vertical direction. Low-temperature photo-

luminescence measurements confirm a significant reduction

in the density of basal stacking defects (BSFs).
Si(112) and Si(115) substrates were used for epitaxial

growth of nitride multilayer structures. It was found, that

substrate orientation and process conditions can control the

growth of an isolated GaN block, leading to the formation of

GaN structures with tilted axis c in different directions [100].
We report [134] growth of semi-polar (20−21) GaN

layers on a structured Si(114) substrate by MOCVD. The

500 600 700
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T = 80 K

565.2

563.3

GaN(11 2)/Si(113)2

GaN(0001)/Si(111)

Figure 25. Raman scattering spectra of GaN(11−22)/Si(113)
and GaN(0001)/Si(111) [104].

fusion of neighboring blocks with GaN nucleated on the

exposed Si(111) faces leads to the formation of a continuous

GaN(20−21)-layer, which has a faceted morphology. X-ray

rocking curve measurements showed that the FWHM values

are 610 and 1490 arcsec when measured in the direction

perpendicular and parallel to the striations of the structured

surface, respectively.

The growth of GaN(20−21)-layers on a structured

Si(113) substrate has also been demonstrated in [135]. X-

ray rocking curves of GaN(20−21) on Si(113) substrate

at FWHM values of 535 and 504 arcsec were obtained

by scanning along the GaN [0001] and [11−00] directions,
respectively.

1.2.6.2. Raman scattering

We consider the deformation of semi-polar GaN(11−22)
layers during epitaxy on an NP−Si(113) substrate.

Two samples — semi-polar layers GaN(11−22) on

NP−Si(113)and, for comparison, polar GaN(0001) on a

flat Si(111) substrate were grown by MOCVD in the same

temperature and time regimes. The structures consisted

of an AlN layer with a thickness of 20−30 nm and an

unalloyed GaN layer with a thickness of ∼ 1µm. X-ray

diffraction analysis of the layers showed that the layers have

an X-ray diffraction curve half-width of ωθ ∼ 30 arcmin for

GaN(11−22) and ∼ 22 arcmin for GaN(0002).

Investigation of GaN(11−22)/ NP−Si(113) and

GaN(0001)/Si(111) heterostructures by RS revealed a

difference in the deformation of the structures during

epitaxy on a flat Si(111) substrate and on a templated

NP−Si(113). The RS spectra measured in the E2(high),
phonon mode area for GaN layers grown on NP−Si(113)
and Si(111), were generally in line with what would be

expected, containing lines belonging to the silicon substrate

and E2(high), lines due to gallium nitride. The position
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Figure 26. Schematic representation of the ratios of the thermal expansion coefficients of GaN(0001) (a) and GaN(11−22) (b) layers

on silicon [104].substrates

of the E2(high) line depended on the structure and was

563.3 cm−1 for GaN(0001)/Si(111) and 565.2 cm−1 for

GaN(11−22)/NP−Si(113) (Fig. 25).

The difference in the position of the E2(high) lines

for these structures can be explained as follows. It

can be clearly seen from the RS data that the position

of the E2(high) line peak for GaN layers is shifted to

the low-frequency side with respect to its position in

the non-deformed layer (it was assumed that for the

unstressed structure the position of E2(high)= 568 cm−1),
which indicates the presence of GaN stretching strain in

the plane parallel to the substrate plane. For GaN(0001)
and GaN(11−22) layers, the magnitude of longitudinal

elastic stresses — σ was evaluated. The values of σ

were found to vary considerably: σ(0001) — 1.12GPa and

σ(11−22) — 0.67GPa respectively, for GaN(0001)/Si(111)-
and GaN(11−22)/NP−Si(113-structures.

The elastic stress values obtained include residual elas-

tic stresses σ1α , which occur at epitaxy temperature

GaN = 1030◦C, and stresses σ1α , which occur during cool-

ing of GaN(0001)/Si(111) and GaN(11−22)/NP−Si(113)
structures. Since the nucleation and growth of the GaN layer

occurs on the Si(111) plane or on Si(111) faces, we assume

that the residual elastic stresses at epitaxy temperature σ1α
will be the same for both types of structures, while

the stresses that arise on cooling may differ due to the

different thermal expansion coefficients of the interface

planes: GaN(0001)/Si(111) and GaN(11−22)/NP−Si(100).

Indeed, the magnitudes of the elastic stresses of the

GaN(0001)/Si(111) and GaN(11−22)/NP−Si(113), struc-

tures, which occur upon cooling, depend on the dif-

ference in the GaN and Si 1α = αGaN−αSi thermal ex-

pansion coefficients for the interface planes. As is

known, the thermal expansion coefficients of Si are Si

kSi = 3.6 · 10−6 K−1 [111], while in GaN, due to crystal

anisotropy, the coefficients are different: in the axis

direction 〈a〉 — kGaN(a) = 5.6 · 10−6 K−1 [136] and 〈c〉 —

kGaN(c) = 3.17 · 10−6 K−1 [2]. Then, according to [63], the
stress arising in the heterostructure due to the difference

in thermal stretching coefficients can be estimated from the

expression

σ1α ≈ EGaV

(1− νGaV)
1α 1T,

where EGaN = 295GPa and νGaN = 0.25, and 1T — the dif-

ference between the epitaxy temperature and room temper-

ature. It is found that the elastic stresses that can occur dur-

ing cooling of the polar structure are σ1α(0001) = −0.79GPa;

then the stresses that occurred at the epitaxy temperature

for the polar structure area σ1α(0001) = −0.33GPa. Based

on the assumption of the equality of the elastic stresses

arising at the epitaxy temperature due to the use of Si(111)
plane and Si(111) face during nucleation, we determine the

value of σ1α for the semi-polar structure, which turned out

to be equal to −0.34GPa.

Since the thermal expansion coefficients are currently

known only in the 〈a〉 and 〈c〉 directions, it is proposed

to introduce the effective thermal expansion coefficient of

the semi-polar GaN(11−22)-layer on the silicon substrate

in the 〈11−22〉 — k∗

GaN(11−22) direction, which should be in

the kGaN(c) < k∗

GaN(11−22) < kGaN(a) interval (Fig. 26). Ob-

viously, if we put k∗

GaN(11−22) = 4.47 · 10−6 K−1, then the

value of σ1α(11−22) = −0.34GPa and coincides with the

experimentally obtained stress value for the semi-polar layer.

So, the use of nanoscale structured Si(113) substrate

in the formation of semi-polar GaN(11−22) layer on the

templet leads to lower internal stresses in the semi-polar

layer than in the polar on substrate Si(111).

1.2.7. Surface morphology of
GaN(11−22)/NP-Si(113), GaN(10−11)/NP−Si(100)
on substrates NP−Si(100), NP−Si(113)

During the experiment, semi-polar GaN(11−22) layers

on NP−Si(113) and GaN(10−11) on NP−Si(100) and for

comparison polar GaN(0001) on flat substrate Si(111) were
grown by the MOCVD method under the same temperature

and time regimes.

AFM of the layer surface showed a significant differ-

ence in the morphology of GaN(0001) layers grown on

the flat surface of Si(111) substrate and GaN(10−11)
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Figure 27. AFM scan images and surface profile of structures: a, b — GaN(0001)/Si(111); c, d — GaN(10−11)/NP−Si(100); e, f —
GaN(11−22)/NP−Si(113) [137].

and GaN(11−22) layers obtained on nanostructured

NP−Si(100) and NP−Si(113) substrates, respectively. sur-

face of GaN(0001) layer contained defects with depth of

around 50 nm, but heterogeneity of the layer on a site

40× 40µm made 15 nm max. (Fig. 27, a, b). The surface

of the GaN(10−11) semi-polar layer had a pronounced

asymmetric character inherent in the semi-polar gallium

nitride blocks, which arise from the asymmetric properties

of the NP−Si(100) substrate, as outlined in [17]. The

magnitude of surface inhomogeneity in such structures

over an area of 30 × 30µ m was about 150−200 nm

(Fig. 27, c, d). It should be noted that when scanned in the

direction perpendicular to the grooves, the distance between

the hump peaks in the GaN(10−11) layer was 3−5µm,

and on is significantly different from the similar distance

given by the substrate NP−Si(100) — less than 100 nm

(Fig. 27 c, d).

The surface of the semi-polar GaN(11−22) layer, when

scanned similarly over an area of 50× 50µm, had the

character of rectangular blocks of size 2× 8µm, with
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sags of up to 1.3µm observed between them. The

distance between the humps in the GaN(11−22) layer

was about 10µm according to AFM data (Fig. 27, e, f).
Therefore, aspect ratio (height-to-width ratio) of semi-polar

gallium nitride blocks is 0.05 for GaN(10−11) and 0.13 for

Ga(11−22) (Fig. 27).
In synthesis of gallium nitride, evolution of morphology

will depend on the speed of growth depending on orien-

tation of crystal surface faces. As is commonly known,

for face (111) any atom adsorbed on this surface will be

irreversibly built into the crystal structure. For face (111)
the surface growth takes place according to random addition

mechanism, and none of the adsorbed atoms is released

back into vapor phase [138]. surfaces with large growth rates

often disappear completely, i.e. surfaces with large surface

energies will vanish. In a thermodynamically equilibrium

crystal, only surfaces with the lowest energies [139] will

remain. And this should result in formation of semi-polar

GaN(10−11) and GaN(11−22) planes on the surface, if

grooves with Si(111) planes are used.

Previously it was noted that in selective gas phase epitaxy

growth of GaN from metal-organic compounds on faces

of GaN mesa-stripes previously formed by local epitaxy in

windows Si3N4, if hydrogen is used as carrier gas, occurs

mostly in lateral direction. According to experimental

results [140], increase in growth temperature results in

increased height and decreased diameter in epitaxy in the

hydrogen atmosphere, i.e. aspect ratio increases. On the

contrary, aspect ratio decreases with temperature growth

under conditions of nitrogen as carrier gas [141].
In process of MOCVD you can identify two mechanisms

for mass transfer on the surface of the nanostructured

substrate: diffusion in a vapor phase and surface diffusion.

Molecules are included into epitaxial structure with the

same probability in the entire surface area of inclined

face of nanostructured Si(100) and Si(113) substrates, if

effective length of diffusion exceeds half of the face length.

Otherwise, uneven accumulation of epitaxial material will

be observed on face tops.

surface diffusion of Al and Ga adatoms on AlN and

GaN surface plays an important role for nucleation and

growth of semi-polar layers on patterned substrates. It is

known that free path of Al adatom on AlN surface is short

and is about 40 nm [142]. Free path of Ga adatom on

GaN surface is different for polar (0001) and semi-polar

(10−11) faces of GaN during MOCVD epitaxy and is

equal to 1430 and 535,nm, respectively [143]. However,

there are reports that the free path length of Ga in

hydrogen atmosphere on GaN surface at 1040◦C is much

longer and can be of the magnitude 15µm for epitaxy in

hydrogen atmosphere [22]. Therefore, epitaxial growth of

AlN buffer layer on NP−Si(100) and NP−Si(113) occurs

under the conditions, when diffusion length of Al adatom

is comparable to size of groove Si(111) face, and this

provides for even growth along Si(111) faces. In hydrogen

environment diffusion length of Ga adatom is much longer

than distance between grooves of nanostructured substrates,

and this results in formation of gallium nitride blocks with

large sizes on the substrate. Indeed, from the AFM data

(Fig. 27, d, f ) we can conclude that the sizes of the blocks

formed on the surface of NP −Si(100) and NP−Si(113)
are close, which can be attributed to the approximately the

same diffusion length of Ga atoms, equal to 3−4µm. Since

the tangential growth rate of GaN(10−11) is found to be

significantly smaller than that of GaN(11−22), this leads to
a different value of the aspect ratio for the semi-polar layers.

Thus, the surface morphology of the semi-polar layers

indicates that the higher aspect ratio of GaN(11−22) blocks
relative to GaN(10−11) is due to the different growth rate

of the semi-polar and polar facets and the higher growth

rate of the semi-polar facet of GaN(11−22) compared to

GaN(10−11). In general these results demonstrate that

morphology of semi-polar layers in epitaxy on a nanos-

tructured surface significantly differs from the conditions of

growth on flat polar surfaces.

We note that a combined technique has been proposed to

grow high quality semi-polar GaN(11−22) with a smooth

surface on a structured Si(113) substrate. First, an AlN

layer is grown on the groove wall surface of Si(1−11)
to prevent back-etching during Ga melting, then a high-

temperature GaN layer is deposited, and finally a low-

temperature GaN [144] layer is deposited.

1.2.8. c-GaN/NP−Si(100): model of formation
and properties

Recently, the synthesis of cubic gallium nitride c-GaN on

silicon structured Si(100) substrates by MOCVD [145–147]
method has received increased attention.

Cubic-modified gallium nitride (c-GaN) is a promising

material for electronics [147] due to the absence of internal

fields. Typically, cubic GaN is grown by epitaxy on

GaAs [148], MgO [149], 3C −SiC [150] substrates.
Two models are known to explain the occurrence of cubic

modification of GaN during synthesis on structured Si(100)
substrate. According to the model proposed in [145], on a

Si(100) substrate with V-shaped grooves with a period of

about 1µm, GaN synthesis proceeds in the hexagonal (h-)
phase, which induces a secondary V-shaped groove with

two opposite faces (0001). The h−c phase transition

occurs uniformly and simultaneously along the bottom of

the entire secondary groove due to the presence of opposing

GaN(0001)-facets, and the surface morphology of c-GaN
nanoparticles is determined by faceting consisting mainly

of (11n)-orientation.
In the model proposed in [143], it was noted that if

the two growth fronts of the h-phase merge at the angle

109.5◦(i.e., the angle between the two Ga−N bonds in

the tetrahedral compound), then the formation of c-GaN
between the growth boundaries of the hexagonal phase is

possible.

The authors [151] proposed a method to form cubic

phase GaN on CMOS-compatible Si(100) substrate, in

which nanostructured epitaxy is proposed to integrate
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Figure 28. SEM image of the spall and surface of AlN layers

with a thickness of about 30 nm synthesized on NP−Si(100)-
substrate [152].

stable stress-free c-GaN. The results suggest that epitaxial

growth conditions and nanostructured pattern parameters

are crucial for the preparation of cubic GaN.

We detected a cubic c-GaN phase in the synthesis

of semi-polar GaN(10−11) on nanostructured silicon —
NP−Si(100) substrate and proposed a model which is

based on the nucleation of an AlN faceted layer in a

nanoscale V-shaped Si(100) groove. The formation of

AlN thin layer by MOCVD takes place at low growth

rates under groove conditions. Under these growth

conditions, AlN nuclei should have facets not only of

AlN(0001) but also AlN(10−10). During the subse-

quent growth of the GaN layer under the conditions

of limited diffusion of Ga atoms in the nanowires, the

preferred conjugation of the AlN(10−10) and c-GaN
planes by the

”
magic mismatch“ mechanism may oc-

cur, which leads to the formation of c-GaN [152] nu-

clei.

Scanning election microscope images of the spall and the

surface of the AlN layer show that the layer with a thickness

of about 30 nm is formed in the form of crystallites, in

which the faces (10−12), (0001) and (10−10) can be

distinguished (Fig. 28). It should be noted that the AlN layer

has
”
gorges“ with a transverse dimension of about 10 nm

and a depth of about 20−30 nm with facets of AlN(0001)
and AlN(10−10) (Fig. 28).

If the synthesis of gallium nitride is carried out at

this stage of AlN layer growth, the growth will oc-

cur from a very thin gap (∼ 10 nm), which leads to

the fact that the composition of the V/III gas phase

changes strongly from the surface of the AlN layer to

the depth of the
”
gorge“. This creates conditions for

gallium nitride nucleation at very low velocities, where Ga

adatoms have a choice between nucleating hexagonal h-
GaN on AlN(0001) faces and cubic c-GaN on AlN(10−10)
faces. We pose that under conditions of slow nucleation

of the GaN layer, the formation of c-GaN, conjugated

c AlN(10−10) crystals partially occurs. This pairing

of f -germ c-GaN with AlN(10−10) may occur by the

”
magic mismatch“ mechanism when three lattice cells of

AlN(10 0)1

Si(100)

AlN(10 2)1
AlN(0001)

c-GaN AlN(10 0)1

c-GaN

0.311 nm

0.498 nm

0.451 nm

47°

Figure 29. Schematic representation of the nucleation of c-
GaN (a) and conjugation of c-GaN and AlN(10−12) by the

mechanism of
”
magic mismatch“ (b) [152].

AlN(10−10) with two lattice cells of cubic GaN(001) are

conjugated. In this case, the mismatch values for the two

directions of the AlN(10−10) face are acceptable for value

growth

f =
3aAlN − 2aGaV

3aAlN

≈ 3.1%.

It should be noted that the
”
magic mismatch“ mech-

anism was used to simulate c-GaN epitaxy on a GaAs

substrate, where five c-GaN(001) atoms are conjugated

to four GaAs [153] atoms, where aAlN = 0.311 nm,

cAlN = 0.498 nm, aGaN = 0.451 nm.

The luminescence spectra at T = 80K of the GaN

layer (Fig. 29) show bands with maxima hν = 3.44 eV,

which we attribute to the interband recombination c-GaN,
hν = 3.41 eV, which appears at the occurrence of BSF S-

I1 [45] stacking faults, hν = 3.20 eV, and hν = 3.16 eV,

which can be attributed to the donor-acceptor recombi-

nation radiation of cubic gallium nitride, similar to that

in work [146].

So, the luminescence pattern of cubic gallium nitride can

be related to the peculiarities of nucleation of GaN layer in

”
gorges“ of AlN layer arising from nanostructured Si(100)
substrate (Fig. 30).

2. Semi-polar GaN-based devices
on structured Si substrates

In recent decades, a number of reviews have been

published on the growth of gallium nitride layers on

silicon substrate orientation (111) [154], the development of

power electronic devices based on GaN on Si(111) [155]
and the properties of LEDs based on III-nitrides [156].
In work [157], the integration of Si(100) MOSFET and

AlGaN/GaN high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs)
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Figure 30. Photoluminescence spectrum of GaN/AlN/NP

−Si(100) structure [152].

grown on Si(111) substrate is proposed for the first time.

To provide Si(100)−GaN compatible process, the authors

fabricated a virtual structure through AlGaN/GaN(HEMT)
and Si(100)(MOSFET) bonding and etching technique.

To date, few papers have been published on the ap-

plication of semi-polar layers synthesized on structured Si

substrate. In comparison with publications on the synthesis

of semi-polar GaN structures on structured sapphire sub-

strate [36,143,158–163], these works mainly demonstrated

a significant reduction of the polarization field in the active

areas of semi-polar structures compared to polar [164].

The largest number of publications is devoted

to InGaN/GaN(10−11) LED structures. The

authors [165] studied InGaN/GaN LEDs with 4 nm-

wide active areas fabricated on GaN(10−11)/Si(100)-
and GaN(11−22)/Si(113)-layers. Although the LEDs

were far from state-of-the-art (e.g., the series resistance

was ∼ 100�), a dramatic reduction in polarization was

confirmed for both semi-polar orientations by the significant

reduction in the blue shift of the emission line with

increasing current delivery compared to polar LEDs. LEDs

based on (11−22) showed more significant emission line

broadening at 460 nm than LEDs based on (10−11),
suggesting large compositional variations in this orientation.

The authors concluded that the orientation (10−11) is

preferred for device applications because of the better

quality of the layers.

The authors [166,167] reported the optical properties

of a 420 nm InGaN/GaN laser structure on GaN(10−11)
synthesized on microstrips fabricated on a Si(001) substrate

disoriented on 8◦. The photoluminescence spectrum

observed from the cross section of the sample showed a

marked narrowing of the spectrum, indicating the onset of

stimulated emission from the active layer on GaN(10−11).
The authors [168] observed the generation effect of optical

pumping of InGaN/GaN(10−11) MQW on a structured

Si(100) substrate with disorientation 8◦ .

A group of technologists [169] reported the creation

of semi-polar InGaN/GaN(10−11) LEDs with blue and

green colors. As expected, the blue semi-polarized LEDs

showed only a weak polarization-related wavelength shift at

high current densities (4.7 nm in the current density range

from 5 to 100A/cm2). However, green semi-polarized LEDs

showed a strong blue shift ∼ 100 nm at low current densi-

ties, which was attributed to the inhomogeneous formation

of layers with high indium content (more than 30%).

The authors [170–172] demonstrated that GaN light-

emitting diodes with emission wavelengths of about 530 nm

can be synthesized on semi-polar GaN(11−22) grown on

structured Si(113) substrates.

The authors [95,173] showed that during HVPE epitaxy

of semi-polar layers on templates synthesized by MOCVD,

the layer follows the crystal-lattice orientation of the tem-

plate.

The growth and characterization of a (1011) GaN,

InGaN−MQW LED structure grown on structured SOI

substrates is reported [174]. Blue LED structures exhibiting

a uniform emission wavelength at 450 nm, a crack-free sur-

face, and a roughness of about 5 nm have been fabricated.

These results open the way to the fabrication of semi-polar

µLEDs grown on SOI substrates.

Recently [174], it has been reported that GaN/InGaN

micro-LEDs (µLEDs) grown directly on Si with submicron

lateral dimensions have been created. The micro-LEDs

are fabricated based on an array of N-polar nanowires

synthesized by bottom-up selective epitaxy. This research

provides new insights and opens a new path for the design,

fabrication and integration of high-performance µLEDs

on silicon for a wide range of optical communication

applications.

Conclusion

A review of the successes, challenges and prospects of

semi-polar wide-band III-nitrides synthesized on structured

silicon substrates is presented. It is evident that great

success in GaN hetero-epitaxy on sapphire has been

achieved in the last two decades. The breakthrough in the

demonstration of semi-polar GaN/InGaN(20−21 continuous

room-temperature laser diodes on sapphire marks a success

in the exploration of high-quality heteroepitaxial semi-

polar structures [89]. A laser structure for the ultraviolet

emission range was successfully grown on a Si(111)
substrate using an AlN/AlGaN multilayer buffer with a step-

down of aluminium composition, and the observation of

electrically injected generation at room temperature [176]
was demonstrated.

Advances in the technology of polar layers on Si(111)
and semi-polar layers on sapphire substrates have stimulated

the development of heteroepitaxial semi-polar GaN layers

on Si(100) and Si(113) substrates. An approach in which
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inclined c-shaped planes as trench sidewalls are proposed

as starting points for GaN growth and, after fusion,

eventually lead to semi-polarized layers, looks promising.

Interest in semi-polar wide-band III-nitride layers is now

evident in a rapidly growing number of publications of

results [46,133,144,174] and looks promising for their

widespread application in optoelectronics in the near future.
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